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biogen
amevive and avonex

When Global biotechnology giant Biogen needed to launch their new product, AMEVIVE,

it turned to Broadstreet for a range of integrated video, interactive, and event deliverables.

For AMEVIVE, the first biologic drug approved for the treatment of psoriasis, the first step

was to launch AMEVIVE to their newly hired sales force. For the AMEVIVE Launch

Meeting—held in Florida in January 2002—Broadstreet conceived and staged the event,

wrote many of the speeches, and designed and produced comprehensive speaker support.

As part of this pivotal meeting, we also produced four videos, and hired, wrote, and directed

live talent. Working closely with the national sales director, the Broadstreet team melded con-

tent with hard-hitting creative to motivate and inspire the newly-hired sales force to “Seize

the Moment” with AMEVIVE. 

To create a compelling interactive experience that Biogen could showcase at dermatology

tradeshows, Broadstreet designed and produced a CD-ROM kiosk featuring an appealing

attract loop, three distinct content segments, Flash-based introductions and closes, and

patient audio and video clips. Broadstreet also scripted, shot, and edited an instructional

video to teach nurses on the proper use of AMEVIVE. Featuring an actual nurse and

a Biogen representative, the production provided realistic and informative instructions on

reconstituting and administering the drug, along with tips on how to effectively counsel

a patient on the road to recovery.In order to update the AMEVIVE website to the newly

approved patient-facing brand, Broadstreet redesigned AMEVIVE.com—creating a new look

and feel, and crafting an array of HTML-based templates. We then produced three

Flash-based patient testimonials and an engaging teaser for the site homepage. Currently,

Broadstreet is working with the AMEVIVE marketing team to help them to redesign the

AMEVIVE.com and PsoriasisSupport.com websites. 
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Having completed the first phase of discovery, Broadstreet is now working on the information

architecture phase with the AMEVIVE team. For the launch of the pre-filled syringe for

AVONEX, the #1- prescribed multiple sclerosis therapy, Broadstreet designed a 30-second

Flash-based animation alerting users of Biogen's new delivery system. Featuring upbeat

music and colorful images provided by Biogen, Broadstreet quickly delivered this key project

for inclusion on the product homepage.

Biogen has also selected Broadstreet to shoot, edit, and produce four AVONEX patient

testimonial videos, which will be showcased at the AVONEX September 2003 Sales Meeting.

These videos utilize a new “Patient Profile” approach that emphasizes a variety of compelling

patient success stories. Broadstreet will also create a video opener to kick-off the meeting.

Allowing users to get the experience of attending an MS ActiveSource event from their own

homes, Broadstreet is producing an MS ActiveSource DVD. This DVD will include every part

of the popular MS ActiveSource event, a patient testimonial, a presentation by an expert on

Multiple Sclerosis and a question and answer session. 
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